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By William H. Tolhumt, Jr. 

SUMMAHY - , 

A tind-tunnel investigatfon has b88n conducted to determine, 
at-lszge scale, the downwash angles, dynamic pressure loss, and 
wake width behfnd wtngs having sweep angles of *45O, *30°, and O". 
Rata were obtained in a vertical transverse plane located at the 
probable tail position behind the w3ngs for a region frcm the 
plane of sylnne~ to 0.7 semispan. 

The results of thFs investigation indicate that the spanwise 
distribution of downwaah was affected bg sweep in a manner similar 
to span loading, increased towsxd the root by sweepforwexd and 
toward the tip by sweepback. After the first appearance of stall 
the downwash near the root of the swept--f orward wing decreased 
markedly, probably as a result of loss of lift, while the down- 
wash near the root of the sweptiack wing increased, probably as 
a result of inboexd movement of the tip vortices. 

Sweep in the wing plan form modified the spanwise variatfon 
of wake thiclmess producing a thick w&e nest the root of swept- 
forward wings and near the tip of swept-back wings. At moderate to 
high angles of attack, sweep tends to keep the wake hi&. 

' Tim of the most important factors affecting the design of a 
horizontal tail for sn aIrplane are the downwash asdwakeofthewdng 
at the tail. Extensive research has been ccmducted to determine the 
downwashangles endwake ofunsweptwings havingvarious planforms. 
In the case of swept wings, however, Insufficient data regardfng the 
downwash field and the wake have yet been obtained to enable analysis 
of the effect of wing sweep on tail+lene design. 
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In order to addto the lmowledgs of the downwashandwske 
characteristics of swept wings, a limited survey has beenmade of 
the downwaeh andwske behindwings having angles of sweep of 0, 
*330°, and &y". 'Ihe data wer8 obtained durfng the inPesti&Ltion 
reported In referenoe 1, and the results ar8 reported herein. 
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lift coefficient (1m/qs) 

rate of change of lift coefficient with Iangle of attack 

dowmash angle, measured relative to the wind axes, degreee 

-dowl.lwaEIhsIl&3,de@'888 

rat8 of change of dowmashangle with angle of attack 

rate of &an- ofmaximmdownwa sh an&e with aX@8 
ofattack 

an&e of attack, degrees 

fZWe-&mXImdynamio prea8~V3,pOUIIdsper square foot 

dymmic pressure in the wake, pounds per square foot 

angle of sweep of quartez-chord line, degrees 
Sweepback is positive and sweepforward Is negative. 

aspect ratio (ha/S). 

~ing~panmasuredperpendioularly to plane of ssmmetry, 
feet 

wing area, square feet 

mean aerodynamic chord, feet * %dy 
i3 dc 

longitudinal distance from a point atO. M.A.C. to 
surveyplane 

horieontal distsme, perpendioular to plane of 
SsmmekY, aaiepan 
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z vertioal distanoe above the extended ohord.plsm, measured 
inaplme nomlalto theXt?zis, semispan 

Wingpanels of eaohmodelwere tekenfmnapmdu&ionairplaue, *' 
havingeJlxACACC1~airfoil seotionatthe rootanasJlE4Ck 23009 
airfoil section at the tip. The sweep smgles of 45O, +-30°, and Cl', 
measuredfrmthe quartelLohardline,were obtainedbyinterohangw 
sble center se&ions as desoribed in refereme -1. A sketoh showing 
the geome~io ohwaoteristios of each of the-8 is presented in 
figure 1. Conetruotion diffiaulties prevented i&e possibility of 
maintaining a oonsistent variatim of either taper ratio or sspgct 
ratio. Ihe~hordplanewasmaiata~edatO'dihedral~~out 
all cmlfigur&tians. 

'Phe~gexere~~dintheAmes~b~~~toTindtunnel 
on the three-etrut support system. !lSesume~yrakeoonsistingof 
sir tubes of the ombined pitah, yaw, and Qzmmio pressme type 
wasmounted onasts-ut~iohallowedbothvert~oal~ndhorizbpltal 
moveJnlent of i&e rake. The strut was looatedto,sumeX inaplaue 
perpendioular to the X48 approximate- 2.8 M.A.C. behind a point 
at 0.25 M.A.C. of eah of the wings. A photograph of the &mererl 
test arrangement is shown in figure 2. Higure 3 shows the relation 
of the tigs to the surver equipment. 

For each of the wfnge, data were obtained at five spanwise 
statics fortWee angles of attaok end atone spwwise statim 
fora;nangle-of~ttsokrenge. !Ehe testwas omductedatadynermio 
pressure of approxbuately 20 pounds per square foot which resulted 
in Reynolds numbers, based on the M.A.C., ranging from 5,500,OOd 
for the unswept tig to ~,lOO,OCC for the 45O swept+forward wing. 

The angle of attack, d ownuashangle,andwakelocationIia~e beaa 
oorreoted for air-stream Tnoliuation, tunnel-wall effeot, and tare 
effect of the supportingbocm~andstruts. Itwas foundthatthe 
average tmnel6 0orreotLons with sweep were BpprWmate* the 
same as without sweep; therefore, the correotions for the unswept 
wing were used. 

Figure 4presents oontourmaps shaving lines of constantdown- 
washangle inrelationtovertioaldistance frcanthe extendedchord 
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plane of the wing. 'The change of maximum downwash angle with angle 
of attack is shown in figure 5 at one spanwise station for each of the 
tinge* Curves from reference 1 showing the variation of lift coeffi- 
cient with angle of. attack for each of the five wings are presented 
infigure 6 in ordertoallowthe downwash angletobe relatedtolift 
coefficient as well as angle of attack. The wake data are presented 
in figure 7 in tams of the maximum dynamic pressure loss in the w&e 
and the vertical location of the wake limits in relation to the extended 
chord plane. (Limits of wake were taken ae the point at which the 
mic pressure in the wake returned to 0.99 of free-f&ream dynamic 
pressure.) Due to the wide spacing of the rake tubes (fig. 3) it 
was not possible to define exactly the w&e profile. The data a8 
presented in figure 7 were taken from faired -profiles and should 
show the qualitative effect8 of wing sweep on the w&e. 

The general characteristics of the downwash field behind swept 
wings canbe obeerved in the contourmaps of figure 4. On swept- 
forward wings the maximum dounwash occurs at the root. As the 
wing is swept back the point of maximum downwash moves outboard 
approaching the tip of the wing. This movement reflects the outward 
shift in loading due to sweepback as noted in reference 2. 

The effect of downwash on the stability of an airplane having 
a horizontal tail can best be studied through the parameter de/&. 
On unswept wings it ten be demonstrated that da/do, is very nearly 
proportional to C&/A. If, to a first approximation, thia relation- 
ship holds for swept as well aa unswe t wings, then it might be 
expected that sweep would affect de da only as sweep affects Ch P 
(approximately cos A according to eimple sweep theory). 

For the wings considered in the present investigation the 
lift-curve slope and aspect ratio varied with sweep in such a manner 
as to keep the ratio Q/A ap roximately constant; hence little 
change- in themagtlitude of de ds wouldbe expectedfor the various P 
wings. In figure 5 is shown the measured variation of maximum down- 
wash angle with angle of attack for the various swept wings. Also 
shown is the estimated variation of maximum downwash angle with angle = 
of attack baaed on the assumption that demax/da is proportional 
to Q/A. If the slope of the linear portion of the experimental 
curve for the unswept wing is considered as the reference, the slopes 
of the corresponding portions of the curves of the swep%back wings 

. 
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show little deviation from the predicted curves,while the curves of 
the swept4orwardwings show slopes that are greater thanpredicted. 
The limited scope of this investigation prevents drawing of definite 
conclusions in this respect until further evidence can be gathered. 

At high values of CL where stall begins on SW.E sections of 
the wing, as indicatedby tuft studies, the data of figure 5 indicate 
that the downwash angle continues to increase with angle of attack 
or,remain nearly constast-for the unswept and swep+back wings; 
whereas for the swep-trforwardwings the dounwashangle shows a 
decrease. Thismaybe e-lainedby the factthatthe unswept and 
swepwack wings stalled first at the tip causing the tip vortex 
core to move inboard exerting a stronger influence on the induced 
vertical velocity nesr the plane of symmetry. 'Thesweptrforward 
wing, on the other hend, stalled first at the center section and 
the induced velocity neer the plane of symmetry is greatly reduced. 
For an airplane employing swept-forward wings and a tail this decrease 
in downwash should provide a large diving maansnt and thus aid in 
overocrming the tendency for longitudinal instsbility at high lift 
coefficients associated with most highly swept wings of high aspect 
ratio. . 

Wake 

The wake limits as shown in figure 7 indicate that the wing 
wake thickness increases toward the root of a swep-orward wing 
and toward the ti$ of a swept-back wing. This is probably the 
result of the spanwise flow in the boundary layer which tends to 
collect the low energy boundary-layer air at the root of the 
sweptrforwsrdwing and tip of the swepwack wing. In general, 
there is a gradual increase in wake width toward the root of swept- 
forward wings and toward the tip of swept+back w%ngs. However, at 
high angles of attack, the w&e of the 45O swept+forwsrdwing shows 
a very rapid increase in width inboard of the 0.40 b/2 station; 
that is, at the 0.30 b/2 station the wake is 0.77 b/2 thick with 
indicatim of a greater increase further inboard.(The survey rake 
could not be raised high enou& to cover the upper wake limit at 
the 0.185 b/2 stat14 Similar results were reported in reference 3 
for a 35’ swep+forward wing. Observations of flow over the 45O 
swept-forwardKingreportedhereinandother swepMorwaxdti~ 

:indicate that this etieme wake thiclrness is probably the result 
of flow separation near the leading edge of the wing. Hence it is 
possible that a leadinwdge modification such as a drooped nose, 
leadinedge flap, or a slot would succeed in reducing the wake 
w-idth to more normal values. Itmightbe presumedthata scmewbat 
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similar pattern would have been found near the tip of the sweptrback 
wTngs had the surveys been extended to the tip. 

As in the case of unswept wings it appears that tail height 
through its control over qT/q experienced by the tail will also 
be important on swept wing designs. However, in contrast to most 
unswept wing designs fn which it has been generally beneficial to 
keep the tad1 plane high and above the wake, it appears from these 
results that for swept wing designs, the rapid vertical spread of 
the wake (fig. 7) would dictate low tail plane positions. In the 
low position, the tail could be moving out of the wake as the angle 
of attack is increased, which would increase the stability. And 
further, at high angles of attack where a high degree of control 
is required, the tail would be operating out of the wake. Attention, 
however,must be given to requirements of ground clearsnce which 
could restrict tail heights to those in the wing chord plane or 
higher. Choice of a position in the wing chord plane may also be 
eldminated due to possible adverse effects of the tail lying in 
the wing wake at high speeds, Thus it may be impossible to take 
advantage of the potentially good low-peed stability and control 
characteristics associated with low tail positions. 

Although the limited scope of this investigation prevents 
drawing of definite conclusions, certain trends of the effects of 
sweep on the downwash and wake behind wings sre indicated. The 
effect of sweep on the spanwdse distribution of downwash reflects 
the effects of sweep on the epsn loading; that is., sweepforward 
Increases the downwash near the root while sweepback Increases the 
downwash near the tip. With the first appearence of sSLl, the 
downwash at the root decreases for swept-forward wings as a result 
of a loss of lift over the wing root and increases on swepwack 
tinge as a result of the inboard movement of the tip vortices. 

Sweep increases the spanwise variation of wake thiclmess, the 
w&e being generally thickest toward the root of swept--forward wing 
and the tip of sweptrback wings. For moderate to high angles of 
attack increasing sweep tends to keep the w&e high with respect to 
the extended chord plane of the wing. 

Ames Aeraaautical Laboratory, 
Waticnal Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 

Moffett Field, Calif. 
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